Overview of DSpace at ANU

- ANU IR
  - Demetrius versus DSpace
    http://demetrius.anu.edu.au/
    http://dspace.anu.edu.au/
  - Demetrius versus other repositories in use on campus
    http://assda.anu.edu.au/
    http://anusf.anu.edu.au/
  - Political realities
  - Services orientation
- Separation of concerns (presentation, ingest, repository functions)
  - Scholar's workbench
  - eJournals publishing
    http://epress.anu.edu.au/
  - Complex objects
  - Manakin
    Entry point for collection: http://150.203.59.132:8080/dspace-xmlui/handle/1030.58/1654
    Collection in DSpace: http://150.203.59.132:8080/handle/1030.58/1654/browse-title